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Milko den Leeuw of Authentication in Art interviewing Dr Jane Sharp,
Associate Professor in the Department of Art History, at Rutgers University.
Could you please give us an introduction of yourself and your work?
Dr Jane Sharp is Associate Professor in the Department of Art History, at Rutgers
where she also acts as Research Curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection
of Nonconformist Art from the Soviet Union, at the Zimmerli Art Museum. She
teaches 20th and 21st century European art (including Russian, Central and Eastern
European). Her research focuses on the historical Russian avant-garde and Soviet
era unofficial art. Her book, Russian Modernism between East and West: Natal’ia
Goncharova and the Moscow Avant-Garde, 1905-14 (Cambridge University Press,
2006) won the 2007 Robert Motherwell Prize from the Dedalus Art Foundation.
Since arriving at Rutgers in 1999, she has curated over 12 exhibitions at the
Zimmerli, accompanied by a variety of publications on Soviet unofficial art. She
recently published Thinking Pictures: The Visual Field of Moscow Conceptualism,
the catalogue for her exhibition dawn from the Dodge Collection held at the Zimmerli
Art Museum (September 6-December 31, 2016); it received honorable mention for
an Alfred H. Barr award presented by the College Art Association. She is currently
completing a book manuscript on abstract painting in Moscow during the Thaw.

At the end of January the Russian avant-garde exhibition in Ghent was closed.
This happened as a result of a letter of concern about the authenticity of many
of the art objects in that exhibition. The letter was signed by persons coming
from different backgrounds. After the letter was published the Flemish Minister
of Culture Sven Gantz has ordered an expert committee to evaluate the
authenticity of the art objects. It was altogether quite a stir.
The letter voicing the concern was signed by a number of leading academics
in the field. How do you see the role of academics in the process of
authenticating these works? Also taking into consideration the problems
surrounding liability when academics do voice their opinion about the
authenticity of a work.
Academics are very much involved in the process and consequences of
authentication with regard to all aspects of interest to the market. First, we publish or
refuse to publish works of art based very much on our informed scholarly opinions.
It is for this reason that a major activity of the art world involving dubious works
centres on the creation of catalogues (exhibition catalogues and the catalogue
raisonné as genres). Were it not for the legacies of such publications, the market
would hardly cite these as it grooms collectors and collections. Many of us spend
decades studying works, responsibly, at close hand and therefore develop keen
insight into the artists’ hand and methods. This is reinforced, and sometimes led, by
close collaboration with conservators and others who have deeper knowledge of the
material science behind attributions. I would acknowledge that a distinction may be
drawn between academics who do not pursue such close study, and scholars who
do, some of whom may not have doctoral degrees but have spent their lives studying
the works created by particular artists.
That said, I do believe that a larger discussion around who constitutes an “expert”
these days is long overdue. Who will be the “experts” defined by the museum in
Ghent, and who are the “art historians” whose expertise they cite as a defence for
the presentation of this disputed collection in the first place—based on what criteria?
The term is at once too loose and too specific, since, as I understand it, some argue
that only experts who “authenticate”, who will go on the record and risk litigation
(which is devastating in most cases, financially) should be considered “experts.”
Clearly, the possibility of legal retribution looms large for many.
Another important question is the role of dealers in the authentication of
works. As they are the ones with the most direct stake in the authenticity of
artworks, seeing that the dealers have a financial interest. How do you see the
role of dealers in the process of authenticity? And do you think that the
inherent conflict of interest of dealers impedes the impartial judgement of the
dealers when it comes to authentication?
Specifically for the Russian avant-garde, dealers do have a primary interest in
maintaining the reliability and prestige of a particular historical area, and everything
is at stake in this. In a field rife with dubious works, how indeed does a dealer assure
the responsible presentation and documentation of such works of art? At the same

time, I am certain that most dealers will try to contact and rely on the opinions of
other “experts”—some of whom may be willing to compromise their area of expertise
—others remain concerned as I am, that the field of Russian avant-garde art will be
lost to generations of students, audiences, and ultimately, to history as a result of
what has occurred in the past several decades. What happens when dealers and
scholars abandon the field entirely? This whole discussion raises the question about
value—what value does the work of art have when it is positioned against/within a
compromised history? The impartial judgement of dealers is crucial at any given
time, but never more so than now with respect to Russian art history.
However, then you are assuming that the dealers work truthfully. There are
numerous examples of art dealers/galleries that don’t perform the necessary
due diligence, or that get their accompanying reports from dodgy experts,
both art historical and scientific. When a work they are selling is identified as a
fake they dismiss this claim and refer back to these doggy reports. How would
you suggest to tackle the problems with these dealers, - as they are clearly
negatively influenced by a financial conflict of interest -?
I think that collectors themselves need to become better informed of these interested
“networks” that may compromise attributions. How to achieve this, I’m not sure.
One of the major problems of Russian Art is that it is extremely difficult for
experts abroad to gain access to documentation and research located in
Russia. We both worked intensively with Russian avant-garde knowing that
archives were censored in the past, the quality of forgeries can belong to the
best in the world and there is hardly any independent body in Russia.
Well, both are true. It remains difficult to access the range of information one needs
to determine whether one should publish a work or not. This typically demands
scholarship over a long period of time, close examination of many artworks and
clearly deters young scholars (outside of Russia). I see a range in quality in
works/objects that have been questioned, some seem extremely well informed, or
skilled, others seem quite absurd. The problem with provenance and exhibition
histories is that even in the best of circumstances it can be difficult to reconstruct
provenance from original documents, yet, in the end the truth will come out.
At Authentication in Art we experienced that authenticity research should
ideally be done by combining the insights of art history, painting technique
and material scientists. What do you believe the ideal set-up would be for this
independent expert committee?
Exactly this! An art historian working with artworks, in archives and libraries, and with
a material specialist—often a conservator.

Could you elaborate as to why?
Because the scholar develops a much better sense of the artist’s process, and the
creative choices an artist makes that will affect and even redirect historical
arguments about that artist and his or her place in a particular context. It is also
simply essential when encountering new, or newly “attributed” works. I would not
publish a work that didn’t have some kind of dense network of study around it (or that
I hadn’t seen myself). But, obviously the quality of the research, and the degree of
interaction between scholar and scientist matters very much here.
You have seen the promotion films of TAHDa ( www.tahda.org ). TAHDa is
going to be presented at the Authentication in Art Congress 2018, June 9th. At
TAHDa round-robin teams or specialized hubs can be organized, so that the
object (genuine or fake) becomes the centre of (authenticity) research,
condition and object identification.
Don't you think that research for the field-market-education will improve on
basis of multidisciplinary teams with an instant plugin to the latest techniques,
publications and trustful data organized at TAHDa?
Based on what I’ve seen, this would be a great help as one seeks to determine the
status of new works as they enter the field. But I would say that the greatest
contribution such collaborations may make right now is to deepen scholarship
around known works by Russian artists, on a level that already exists for French
modernists such as Manet and Cézanne. But I wonder to what degree the sourcing
of information itself might be questioned (in TAHDa), once legal cases appear on the
horizon.
Jane, thank you so much for your time and patience in answering questions for AiA.
Oliver Spapens, thank you for your assistance.
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AiA Congress 2018
The program of AiA 2018 shows the latest developments, highlighted by prominent
speakers, presenting their lectures by experienced perspectives. The AiA Congress
2018 focus on Connoisseurship, Technical Art History and Guidelines, Art & Law,
Material Science, Artificial Intelligence and Authenticity issues: case studies.
The AiA Congress program:
http://www.authenticationinart.org/congress-2018/congress-program-2018/
Register now by clicking on the link:
http://authenticationinart.org/congress-2018/congress-registration/
AiA Foundation board;
Prof dr Nico Schrijver – Willem O. Russell – drs Ingeborg de Jongh
AiA Advisory Board;
Dr Friederike Gräfin von Brühl – William Charron – Nanne Dekking – Pieter Hoogendijk – Prof em Dr Martin Kemp
– James Roundell – Prof Dr Maurizio Seracini – Lawrence M. Shindell – Prof Dr Chris Stolwijk
AiA organizers;
Milko den Leeuw – Oliver Spapens

